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How to center text in photoshop cs2

The following article appears in the book ExtremeTech Hacking Photoshop CS2. Here you'll learn how to reduce your playback time, optimize preferences, exhaust your RAM, choose between 16 bits/channel and 8-bit/channel, streamline file retention, and switch between apps faster. The hourglass in
Windows and the clock and the revolving beach ball on Mac OS are icons that most people prefer not to see when working in Photoshop. Although their snout is not always possible, you can go some way towards doing it. You can do this by managing your resources wisely. To do this, it's a good idea to
spend a few minutes fine-tuning Photoshop to squeeze maximum performance out of it. Reduce boot timeThe better place to start fine-tuning than by reducing the time it takes to launch Photoshop? The following sections show you several ways to start Photoshop more quickly. Make plugins recipe-free
As long as you launch Photoshop, it will load predefined plug-ins and tabs in memory. The problem is that you may or may not need many of the plug-ins during startup, but they eat into the memory allocation regardless. So, how do you ease this problem? Well, if you find that there are some plugins that
you rarely use, if any, during your Photoshop sessions, you can temporarily disable them and allow them on rare occasions when you need them. The trade-off on faster loading and freer memory may be worth the odd event when you might need to exit Photoshop, run the plugin, and relaunch
Photoshop. To disable a plug-in, navigate to the Plug-ins folder inside the Photoshop installation folder, and then insert ~ (Tilade) before the plug-in name, folder, or library. For example, a good candidate to start with is the Digimarc plugin, which is used for reading and writing watermarks. If your workflow
never uses watermarks, loading it into memory every time you launch Photoshop is pointless. You can also install or move the rarely used plug-ins outside the plug-in folder and to a new folder (it can't be a subfolder because Photoshop will still see it and load all the plug-ins it finds into memory). Plug-ins
are easier to move around mac OS than on your PC (although some require installation or simply their serial number to enter after they're launched). If you move the rarely used plug-ins to this secondary folder, you can load them all in one transaction, as you need them; However, this still requires
restarting Photoshop, unfortunately. To load a plug-in, hold down Ctrl+Shift (Windows), cmd+Shift (Mac OS) immediately after Photoshop starts, and then specify the additional plug-ins folder when asked. When you are in a Plug-Ins folder, you can safely reverse some of the files in the File Formats folder
that collects dust because you have rarely, if ever, used them since you installed Some of the main candidates to consider are: FilmStrip — an animation file format used by Adobe Premiere and After EffectsPCX - a Pc Paintbrush file developed by ZsoftPhotoCD - a file format developed by Kodak to store
images on CDPixar - a file format specifically designed to replace files with PIXARTarga image computers - widely used by advanced color programs and tracking packages. You don't need to use a wide variety of Photoshop features to create or edit your photos. One of the simplest tasks is to add or edit
text to images in Photoshop. Here's how to do it. Inserting text in Photoshop on the left side of the Photoshop window is the toolbar, with a horizontal list of features and tools that you can use to handle an image. To add text, click the T icon or press T on your keyboard. This option will by default select the
standard, horizontal text typing tool. Click the arrow in the lower-right corner of the T icon to change the text editing tools. This opens a side menu with other options, including vertical text and text masks. Select an option to switch to. Now, select the area of the picture canvas where you want to place the
text. Click the area to place a text box in this location. Editing text in newer versions of Photoshop of Photoshop adds Lorem Ipsum as placeholder text in the text box. This allows you to see the current color and body. If you're happy with it, delete the sample text and type what you want to add. If you
want to change the formatting, click the inserted text box. The options bar at the top of the changes and displays formatting options. To move from horizontal to vertical text, select the text box, and then click the T icon with the horizontal and vertical arrows. Select a new font or text focus from one of the
drop-down menus. Next, click the arrow next to the Small and Large T-icon to select a new text size from the drop-down menu. Click the arrow next to the double A icon to open the drop-down menu and change the contrast or smoothness you want your text to be. You can also choose the alignment of
text and color from the icons and menus to the right of the text smoothness options. If you want to format the text into another shape, click the T with a semicircle below it on the far right of the options bar. On the Space Text menu, select the style and curve that you want the text to be, and then click OK.
Delete text in Photoshop If you want to delete text in Photoshop, just select the text box until the braving cursor appears below the text layer. Then, press Backspace to delete the text. To remove the text box completely, you must access the Layers pane, which is usually on the menus on the left.
However, if you don't see the Layers pane, click Window&gt; Layers or press F7. Photoshop layers are the different parts of the image Text, shapes, and other layers remain separate, but they are stacked on top of each other. This allows you to make changes to one aspect of the image while leaving the
other elements alone. Related: What are Photoshop layers and masks? A text layer will have a T symbol, and is usually called the same as the text it contains. If you want to hide a layer of text from view when you edit other parts of a picture, click the Eye icon next to the text layer in the Layers panel. To
delete a layer from the canvas entirely, right-click it in the Layers pane, and then select Delete Layer. If you accidentally delete a layer or delete an incorrect layer, just press Ctrl+Z (Cmd+Z on mac) to restore it. You can also click &gt; Undo to restore a deleted layer. Adobe Photoshop is a powerful
graphic editor that supports layers, masks, and several color models. In addition to the built-in rules and functions, add-ons are available to expand their abilities. Photoshop is largely known as the industry standard for photo editing, and its name has even become a verb in the modern English language.
So why doesn't everyone use Photoshop? Well, all of these features come with a bigger price tag that many casual users are comfortable with. So if you're looking for photo editing software without the price tag, here are 19 free alternatives to Photoshop.1. GIMPBy The GIMP Development Team (GIMP
and GTK+ installers for the Windows website) [GFDL ( or CC-BY-SA-3.0 ( ], using Wikimedia CommonsGIMP (GNW Image Manipulation Program) is a free image editing program available for several operating systems, including Windows, OS X, and Linux. GIMP is also open source software which
means you can access the program and modify it to suit your needs as needed. This has enabled the generation of many third-party plugins which expand the capabilities of this already powerful software. GIMP is probably the best-known free alternative to Photoshop.2. Paint.netPaint.net is a free photo
and image editing software for Windows. Paint.net support layers, its undo has an unlimited history and comes with many special effects editing tools. With a large user base, it's easy to find helpful tutorials in their forums or plugin to help you achieve the effect you want. (Paint.net is also included in this
list of 15 powerful free computer programs.) 3. GimpshopBy CrazyTerabyte in en.wikipedia [GPL ( ], From Wikimedia CommonsGimpshop is a modification of GIMP open source software. The programmer who created Gimpshop tried to make the user interface feel more like that of Photoshop. It is
available for Windows, Mac, and Linux operating systems. Its impressive features include layers, filters, masks, channels, levels and Their website includes a video training library to help you control the effects and the services it offers. 4. PhotofiltrePhotofiltre is a photo editing share available for Windows
operating systems. The software offers brushes, masks, filters and more. There are also two premium paid versions that include layer capability, animated GIF formation and vector adjustments.5. Pixia Pixia is a Japanese painting program. The program has been translated into English and is available
for Windows operating systems. Their site includes tutorials and links to user-generated filters.6. SeashoreSeashore is an open source image editor available for MAC of OS X. It is based on GIMP technology but modified to enable more user-friendly image editing. The beach features layers,
brushstrokes and other tools. However, the software is still in development and users are likely to encounter bugs, according to their website.7. CinepaintCinepaint is a raster-based image retouching software available for Linux and Mac operating systems. According to the original page on, Cinepaint was
used by Sony Picture Imageworks (and other studios) in the making of animated films. This GIMP-based software supports high-quality image file formats and up to 32-bit color channels. By Ramon Ratmer (his own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 ( ], via Wikimedia CommonsInkscape is a free, open source vector
graphics program available for Windows, Mac and Linux. Inkscape is full of built-in and more available tool and functions through user-generated add-ons. They pride themselves on a large community that can be found on their website forum and on a number of social media platforms.9. Xara
XtremeXara Xtreme for Linux is a graphics editing program available for Linux. This is an open source, vector drawing program based on Xara Xtreme for Windows. Their website has tutorials and videos, as well as a group forum.10. KritaBy Tyson Tan (his own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 ( ], via Wikimedia
CommonsKrita is an open source, raster-based program designed to illustrate, sketch and draw. It is available for Windows, Mac and Linux. Krita has layer support and includes transformation tools, brush and drawing.11 ChocoflopChocoflop is an image editing program available for Mac. Although the
development of this software has been discontinued it still runs on OS Leopard. The software supports layers, has a number of filters and tools and enables not destructive image editing. 12. PhotoplusPhoto courtesy of Serif Website Photo: Serif is an easy and free photo editing software for Windows. It
has the basic tools needed to crop and polish images, remove red eyes, and restore old photos. The opening edition of Photoplus is free. For more features you can purchase the full program.13. FotorFotor is a free software that Edit pictures, filters, borders, and batch processing. You can download the
program for Windows or Mac, the app for iOS or Android or just use it online in your browser. Pixlr is an image editor that includes effects, borders, covers, stickers, distillation, editing and dilution tools. (If you prefer to pay for the professional version you will have access to even more additional tools.) It's
available as a download for Windows or Mac, an app for iOS or Android or for use in your browser.15. SumopaintSumopaint is an impressive image editor full of tools, filters and capabilities (including layers) that you can use directly in your web browser. If you prefer a downloaded copy to work offline,
you can do so for a small fee. 16. PicmonkeyPicmonkey is a free online photo editor which has tools, filters, borders, covers and more. You can use Picmonkey for free or upgrade your account to remove ads and increase the number of filters and tools available. (Most of the images on this tech tips site
were created with the help of Picmonkey).17. CanvaCanva is an online image editor with built-in design elements, text covers, pre-designed layouts and more. There are also stock images available (for a fee) to help you jump-start your design. For more options, including the option to save work pictures
to team folders, you'll need to pay for the upgrade to Canva for work.18. PixenatePixenate is an online image editor that includes basic image editing tools and functions such as red-eye reduction, teeth whitening, and bright adjustments. There are also tools for writing and adding shapes above the
image.19 RibbetRibbet is an online photo editor which gives you the ability to store your photos (and edit history) online. The stored edit history gives you more flexibility in making (and undoing) changes to your photos. Filters, overlays, and labels are available to insert into the image. Or, create a collage
from some of your photos and upload them directly to Facebook or Flickr.Which is your favorite free photoshop alternative? Featured Photograph: home-office1 / Steve Wilson via flickr.com flickr.com
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